Introduction
In [2] a general theorem on a compact operator in the Orlicz sequence spaces was obtained. The aim of this note is to obtain an extension of the results of [1] , [2] to the case of Hammerstein operators in the Orlicz sequence spaces of multifunctions. All definitions and theorems connected with the idea of Orlicz or a modular space can be found in [3] .
Let l Vt be the Orlicz sequence space generated by a modular Remark 4. Let S C Let . By repeating this operations we obtain that there exist the subsequence {m"} and a Remark 5. Let <f>i(u) = |u| 2 , <p2(u) = |tt|. We define the operators A and A by the formulas: 
On the Hammerstein operators Now we introduce the operators B,C by the formulas: B(x)(j) = K{i, j)x(i), C(x)(j) = H(j,x(j))
for every x G j G N, where
by the formulas:
C(F)(j) = {<?(/)(;): f(j) G F(j)}, for every j G N, T k {F) = B(C k (F))
. The operators T k will be called the Hammerstein operators.
LEMMA 2. Let <p\ and <p2 be two <p-functions. If B is a linear operator from lVl into Ilfi2, then B : X^ -• X k 2 for any k G N.

Proof. Let F G X^.
It is easy to see that f_{B{F)) = B(f(F)),
1(B(F)) = B(f{F)). So l(B((F)), 7(B(F))
G lV2 and is a convex compact set for every j G N. Hence the proof for F G X k x is evident. 
